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KHIC FLASH UPDATE 
 

Coronavirus VIII: It’s just a phase 
 
In one of our first Coronavirus-related KHIC Flash Updates (9-March), we discussed a potential best case, “V”-shaped 
scenario where “fears are overblown, and the pathogen is quickly contained” and “economies and equity markets 
rebound… sharply.” We also noted a potential worst case, where the “epidemic becomes a serious pandemic, and global 
economies enter recession… and we enter a bear market for risk assets.” With the benefit of hindsight, the worst-case 
scenario is what ensued. 
 
In either case, we outlined the likelihood of four distinct phases:  

• Phase 1 – economic and corporate shock. This phase will see global growth slow and corporate margins narrow 
as sales fall, costs rise and supply chains are disrupted.  

• Phase 2 – financial disruptions. This phase, which overlaps with phase 1, will be characterised by distressed 
selling and furious price discovery of assets.  

• Phase 3 – formation of a bottom. Stabilisation will first happen in financial markets, and then in the real 
economy.  

• Phase 4 – fears ebb as the “new” becomes the “new normal”. In this phase, the Coronavirus either runs its 
course or other solutions are found. Eventually, animal spirits will be reignited. 

 
The picture thus far has not fitted neatly into distinct phases. Phase 1 (economic and corporate shock) is ongoing. 
Phase 2 (financial disruptions) was supposed to have coincided with Phase 1 – and until late March, it did. Liquidity 
conditions were such that even US government bonds, considered “risk-free” assets, sold off aggressively and yields 
jumped. Then occurred the biggest monetary and fiscal stimulus programs in modern history, with policymakers 
straining every sinew of their collective ability to bring liquidity to financial markets and to backstop their respective 
economies (please see our last Flash Update for more details). Thus far – though still too early to say definitively – 
these policy interventions have had a more observable impact on financial markets than real economies, with a 
clear decoupling having occurred between the two.  
 
Economic figures suggest a wasteland, with the expectation of even worse to come over the second quarter. On 
the other hand, global equities are technically in a new bull market. In April, the MSCI All-World index of global 
equities is up 10%. Also in April, the tech-heavy US equity market is up 13%, its best month since 1987; it is just a 
good day’s performance away from regaining positive momentum (i.e. on the 10-month moving average basis that 
we look at closely). In this topsy-turvy world, it is more than pertinent to ask if Phases 1 and 3 (formation of a 
bottom) are occurring simultaneously, with Phase 2 having somehow passed.  
 
In fairness, this is possible. However, also in fairness, it would be highly unusual. Bear markets tend to deflate over 
time; from 1872 to 2019, there have been 21 Bear markets, and they have lasted over two years on average (i.e. 
using monthly data from the US given its long history and reliability; see Figure 1). The shortest one lasted five 
months, straddling the famed 1987 “Black Monday” crash. Importantly, there was no recession at that time. History 
also suggests Phase 3 – the formation of a “true” bottom - occurs at much lower price-to-earnings multiples (i.e. 
using cyclically adjusted price-to-earnings; see Figure 1). Should the 23 March trough prove to be the true bottom, 
it would be from the highest valuation in history.  
 
Bottom line 
 
This year, we have seen a once-in-a-century tail risk event and unprecedented levels of policy intervention. Unusual 
events happen, and a new bull-market having been born, even from these valuations, is more than possible. As 
always, and particularly at times such as these, we must remain focused on our process.  
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Figure 1: Anatomy of a Bear – duration, returns and valuations (CAPE) in US equity bear markets from 1872 to 2020 

 
Source: Kleinwort Hambros, Shiller data US stock market 1871 – present, using start of month data. A bear market is defined as a fall in the market by -20% 

from its high, with start date set at that high point. Average and Median calculations do not include the current Bear market, only those that have ended.” 

 

 
This is how the various pillars look at present:  

• Economic regime: We are in a global economic recession of historic proportions. We know contractions 

are a poor state for risk assets. 

• Valuations: The value case for global equities is difficult to assess given enormous volatility in both price 
and earnings metrics. It will take some time before we are able to rely on valuation signals. However, 

with equity prices rebounding dramatically over April but earnings falling equally as dramatically, current 
valuations are expensive.   

• Momentum: The MSCI AC World index of global equities is below its ten-month moving average. However, 

after a strong April, it is within touching distance of its 10-month moving average. Should it tip into 
positive momentum, we will be keenly watching for a confirmation of the trend.  

• Sentiment: Sentiment for risk assets has oscillated wildly over the last few months. At present, it is well 
off the lows seen in March, far from the pure, unadulterated pessimism that usually marks a bottom, and 

where we get more excited about risk-taking.   

 
We remain defensively positioned and there is plenty to warrant caution. Since March, we have reduced risk 
across our multi-asset strategies and bolstered our defensive allocations by purchasing more government 

bonds. We will maintain current positions or adjust our asset allocation as guided by our process.  
 
 
 

 
CA26/MAR 2020 

Start End
Duration 
(Months)

Annualized 
Return

Cumulative 
Return

Starting CAPE Ending CAPE

May 1872 Jun 1877 62 -11.8% -47.3% N/A N/A

Jun 1881 Jan 1885 44 -11.5% -35.6% 19.0 13.1

May 1887 Dec 1890 44 -6.7% -22.0% 18.1 14.4

Aug 1892 Aug 1896 49 -9.3% -32.2% 19.2 15.7

Sep 1902 Oct 1903 14 -27.4% -29.3% 22.9 15.3

Sep 1906 Nov 1907 15 -33.3% -37.7% 19.2 10.6

Dec 1909 Dec 1914 61 -6.5% -28.6% 14.8 10.2

Nov 1916 Dec 1917 14 -31.3% -33.4% 12.1 6.4

Jul 1919 Aug 1921 26 -17.0% -32.2% 7.1 5.2

Sep 1929 Jun 1932 34 -49.5% -84.8% 32.6 5.6

Sep 1932 Mar 1933 7 -43.1% -24.6% 9.8 7.9

Feb 1934 Mar 1935 14 -24.0% -25.7% 13.9 10.4

Feb 1937 Apr 1938 15 -40.5% -45.4% 22.2 11.8

Nov 1938 Apr 1942 42 -13.9% -40.0% 16.1 8.5

May 1946 Jun 1949 38 -9.0% -25.3% 16.0 9.1

Dec 1961 Jun 1962 7 -39.9% -22.5% 22.0 16.8

Dec 1968 Jun 1970 19 -20.4% -29.0% 22.3 13.8

Jan 1973 Dec 1974 24 -25.7% -43.4% 18.7 8.3

Aug 1987 Dec 1987 5 -60.8% -26.8% 18.3 13.4

Aug 2000 Feb 2003 31 -20.5% -43.7% 42.9 21.2

Oct 2007 Mar 2009 18 -39.4% -50.8% 27.3 13.3

Feb 2020 Apr 2020 3 NA -24.6% 30.8 23.0 -0.3

Median: 24 -24.0% -32.2% 18.9 11.2

Average: 28 -25.8% -36.2% 19.7 11.5
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Important information – Please read 
 

 
This document is provided for information purposes only. It does not constitute and under no circumstances should it be considered 

in whole or in part as an offer, a solicitation, or a contract. It is intended to be used by the recipient only and may not be passed on or 

disclosed to any other persons and/or in any jurisdiction that would render the distribution illegal.  

 

It is the responsibility of any person in possession of this document to inform himself or herself of and to observe all applicable laws 

and regulations of the relevant jurisdictions. This document is in no way intended to be distributed in or into the United States of 

America nor directly or indirectly to any U.S. person. 

 

This document is intended to report solely on the services, products, investment strategies and opportunities provided by or identified 

by the Kleinwort Hambros group (“Kleinwort Hambros Group”). The services, products, investment strategies and opportunities 

described herein may not be suitable for all clients. Potential clients should consult their financial adviser to assess the suitability of 

any proposed transaction before taking any action.  

 

Financial Promotion 

This document is not a Financial Promotion. 

 

Limitation  

Information herein is believed to be reliable, but the Kleinwort Hambros Group does not warrant its completeness or accuracy and it 

should not be relied on or acted upon without further verification. The Kleinwort Hambros Group disclaims any responsibility to update 

or make any revisions to this document. Opinions, estimates and expressions of judgment are those of the writer and are subject to 

change without notice. As such, the Kleinwort Hambros Group, Societe Generale and its other subsidiaries shall not be held liable for 

any consequences, financial or otherwise, following any action taken or not taken in relation to this document and its contents. 

 

Marketing 

If you do not wish to receive this document in the future, please let your private banker know or call us on +44 (0) 207 597 3000. 

Telephone calls may be recorded. 

 

Legal and Regulatory Information 

This document is issued by the following companies in the Kleinwort Hambros Group under the brand name Kleinwort Hambros: 

 

United Kingdom 

SG Kleinwort Hambros Bank Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct 

Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. The firm reference number is 119250. The company is incorporated in England and 

Wales under number 964058 and its registered address is 5th Floor, 8 St James’s Square, London SW1Y 4JU. 

 

Channel Islands 

SG Kleinwort Hambros Bank (CI) Limited is regulated by the Jersey Financial Services Commission ("JFSC") for banking, investment, 

money services and fund services business. The company is incorporated in Jersey under number 2693 and its registered address is PO 

Box 78, SG Hambros House, 18 Esplanade, St Helier, Jersey JE4 8PR.  

 

SG Kleinwort Hambros Bank (CI) Limited – Guernsey Branch is also regulated by the Guernsey Financial Services Commission ("GFSC") 

for banking, investment and money services business. Its address is PO Box 6, Hambro House, St Julian’s Avenue, St Peter Port, 

Guernsey, GY1 3AE. 

 

 The company (including the branch) is also authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority ("FCA") in respect of UK 

regulated mortgage business and its firm reference number is 310344. This document has not been authorised or reviewed by the JFSC, 

GFSC or FCA. 

 

Gibraltar 

SG Kleinwort Hambros Bank (Gibraltar) Limited is authorised and regulated by the Gibraltar Financial Services Commission for the 

conduct of banking, investment and insurance mediation business. The company is incorporated in Gibraltar under number 01294 and 

its registered address is 32 Line Wall Road, Gibraltar.   
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Compensation Scheme 

 

United Kingdom 

SG Kleinwort Hambros Bank Limited is covered by the Financial Services Compensation Scheme ("FSCS"). The FSCS can pay 

compensation to eligible depositors or investors if a bank is unable to meet its financial obligations. Most depositors and investors – 

including most individuals and businesses – are covered by the scheme.  

In relation to investment services compensation will be payable, however, only in circumstances where we have been in default to you 

of our obligations. It will not be available merely because your investments have not performed as well as you had expected unless we 

are somehow at fault. 

For further information about the schemes (including the amounts covered and eligibility to claim) please contact your Private Banker 

or refer to the FSCS website: www.fscs.org.uk. 

 

Channel Islands 

SG Kleinwort Hambros Bank (CI) Limited is a participant in the Jersey Bank Depositors Compensation Scheme (the “JBDC Scheme”). 

The JBDC Scheme offers protection for eligible deposits of up to £50,000. The maximum total amount of compensation is capped at 

£100,000,000 in any five year period. Full details of the JBDC Scheme and banking groups covered are available on the States of Jersey 

website www.gov.je/dcs or on request. 

 

SG Kleinwort Hambros Bank (CI) Limited – Guernsey Branch is a participant in the Guernsey Banking Deposit Compensation Scheme 

(the “GBDC Scheme”). The GBDC Scheme offers protection for “qualifying deposits” up to £50,000, subject to certain limitations. The 

maximum total amount of compensation is capped at £100,000,000 in any five year period. Full details are available on the GBDC 

Scheme’s website www.dcs.gg or on request. 

 

Please note the Channel Islands are not part of the UK and when you conduct business with SG Kleinwort Hambros Bank (CI) Limited 

you will not be eligible for: (a) the protections provided under the UK's Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 other than protections 

relating specifically to UK regulated mortgage business; or (b) referring complaints to the UK’s Financial Ombudsman Service.  However 

SG Kleinwort Hambros Bank (CI) Limited’s UK regulated mortgage business is covered under the UK's Financial Services Compensation 

Scheme ("FSCS"). You may be entitled to compensation from the FSCS if SG Kleinwort Hambros Bank (CI) Limited cannot meet its 

obligations in relation to UK regulated mortgage business. This depends on the circumstances of the claim. For further information 

about the FSCS (including the amounts covered and eligibility to claim) please contact your Private Banker or refer to the FSCS website: 

www.fscs.org.uk. 

 

Gibraltar 

SG Kleinwort Hambros Bank (Gibraltar) Limited is a participant in the Gibraltar Deposit Guarantee Scheme (the “Deposit Scheme”). 

You may be entitled to compensation from the Deposit Scheme if we cannot meet our obligations. Most deposits denominated in 

currencies of the European Economic Area and Euros are covered. Further details of the Deposit Scheme are available on request or 

can be found at www.gdgb.gi. The Deposit Scheme does not apply to fiduciary deposits. 

 

General  

Kleinwort Hambros is part of Societe Generale Private Banking, which is part of the wealth management arm of the Societe Generale 

Group. Societe Generale is a French bank authorised in France by the Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Resolution, located at 61, 

rue Taitbout, 75436 Paris Cedex 09 and under the prudential supervision of the European Central Bank. It is also authorised by the 

Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. 

 

Further information on the Kleinwort Hambros Group including additional legal and regulatory details can be found at: 

www.kleinworthambros.com 

 

Any unauthorised use, duplication, redistribution or disclosure in whole or in part is prohibited without the prior consent of Societe 

Generale. The key symbols, Societe Generale, Societe Generale Private Banking and Kleinwort Hambros are registered trademarks of 

Societe Generale.  

 

© Copyright the Societe Generale Group 2020. All rights reserved. 
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